8. LIMITING EXPOSURE

All participants - campers and staff - will monitor their temperature 7-days prior to their arrival at camp.

Our partnership with families will help identify anyone who has had relevant exposure, symptoms, or elevated temperature. Those who pose a health risk to others will not be allowed to attend camp.

Limiting exposure also means minimizing risk. That’s why we are restricting visitors from accessing camp to limit any unnecessary exposure.

LIMITING EXPOSURE SAFEGUARDS

- Camp Staff will wear personal protective equipment when appropriate.

“Face buffs” will be provided to each camper and leader and must be worn at all camp-wide gatherings including campfires & ceremonies.

- Campers and leaders are not required to wear their face buff outside of camp-wide gatherings, but are encouraged to do so.

- Once checked in at camp, units will be required to stay at camp. No outside trips (i.e. Iconium) will be permitted by participants or staff.

VISITOR POLICY

- Limiting exposure is a critical step in safeguarding our campers, leaders and staff. We are restricting visitors from accessing camp to limit any unnecessary exposure.

- This visitor restriction policy applies to all camp activities and OA & Mic-O-Say programs.